
Broad Bean & Pea Hummus Style Dip



You Will Need

150g frozen peas, defrosted

2-3 tbsp olive oil 

Pinch salt & pepper
1 clove garlic,

chopped

150g broad beans* 

Handful coriander

1 lemon, zest and juice

*Weight of beans, is out of their pods, but with skins on, and before cooking



First, lets prepare your broad beans

 

The beans live inside a pod and

have 2 layers to remove before

eating. An inedible pod / jacket,

and then a thinner skin surrounds

the bean itself. The skins are edible

but can be tough, especially in

older beans.
Broad beans are kept safe and

snuggled inside their 

pods / jackets 

Boil some salted water and cook the

beans for 5 minutes, until tender Drain, and rinse in cold water 
You can remove the skins by pinching the

bean. Now they are ready to be used.

Tear open the jacket, and remove

the beans, you may notice the

jacket is furry inside



Take the cooked podded, broad beans, peas,

chopped garlic, and coriander and blend them

together in a food processor.

Next add the olive oil, lemon juice and zest and

blend again until fairly smooth.

Finally add salt and pepper to taste, or a little bit

more oil if it needs it.

Eat the dip with crudités or spread on toast.

Dip Instructions



In some countries broad beans are called

fava beans. You can buy them dried, fresh

or frozen.

Fresh broad beans are only 'in season' and

available in the UK in the summer

months, from June to August. 

Hummus actually means chickpea in

Arabic so unless a dip has chickpeas in it,

you can't call it a hummus!  A chickpea is

also a bean though, so a close relative.

We’d love to see photos or drawings of your finished dishes, please send

them to ceri@gardenmuseum.org.uk

Recipe and photos by Ceri Jones, Food Learning Officer

Fact File


